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Just like the original FOXE DEN: A Holiday Collection, there is no mystery to solve in this novella.

Skyler Foxe is a high school English teacher, now out and proud. Heâ€™s â€œMr. Foxeâ€• to his

students and just plain â€œSkylerâ€• to his posse of friends and his boyfriend, high school football

coach Keith Fletcher. In FOXE DEN 2: Summer Vacation, Skyler and Keith offer a Beach Party for

the Gay-Straight Alliance kids; Two gay teens have an intimate moment in their own story;

Skylerâ€™s friend Mike de Guzman experiences Skylerâ€™s favorite gay bar, Trixx; And finally

Skyler and Keith go on a backpacking trip. This is a book of little extras, what the characters are up

to when we donâ€™t see them between the pages of a full novel. They have so many stories to tell

that a full novel cannot contain them! This novella is Volume 5.5 and falls directly between DESERT

FOXE and CRAZY LIKE A FOXE.
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Haley Walsh tried acting, but decided the actor's life was not for her. Instead, she became a

successful graphic designer in Los Angeles, her hometown. After fifteen years of burning money in

the '80s and early '90s, she retired from the graphics industry and turned her interests toward

writing novels. She became a freelance newspaper reporter, wrote articles for quirky magazines,

published award-winning short stories, and writes an acclaimed series of medieval mysteries

(www.JeriWesterson.com). FOXE TAIL is her first m/m mystery, followed by FOXE HUNT and

OUT-FOXED. FOXE DEN, a novella of Skyler and Friends holiday stories, was followed by the next



Skyler Foxe Mystery, FOXE FIRE, and then came DESERT FOXE. After this novella, watch for

CRAZY LIKE A FOXE in 2016. www.SkylerFoxeMysteries.com. And don't forget to friend her on

Facebook skylerfoxe.mysteries.

This is the second time we were taken inside Skyler's world without someone dying. The mysteries

involving this English teacher and his posse (the SFC -- read the books) are GREAT stories but

these short stories take you behind them. They've been compared to the 'Extras' on a DVD but I

think of them as 'backstories', giving you an insight to these characters and how they interact when

not solving a mystery. They are like a cup of good coffee after a great meal -- they give you

something to savior until the next mystery comes along.

Foxe Den 2 is a short but nice installment to the rest of the Skyler Foxe Mystery series books. It was

sexy, fun and sweet. Really enjoyed the different point of views from the other characters. I think it

was good setup for the next full length story.

I read the Trilogy of Skylar Foxe Mysteries, in order, followed by this book. I did it all in the space of

three days. What fun! I have always loved mystery novels and recently have been reading m/m

romance novels. These books find a way to wrap a gay romance in a series of mysteries and leave

you begging for more. This book is the more. I can't wait to see what Skylar and Keith will be up to

in the next mystery novel, which I understand the author has promised.

After 3 books of a mostly continuing story published over a 2 year period, this fourth book provides

stories about the developing relationship of Skyler and Keith after Skyler's carefully closeted life has

been exposed. This volume has episodes in their lives from Thanksgiving to Christmas following the

end of the third book. There are no mysteries to be solved, just mothers to be appeased. For those

who have read the previous books, it is interesting and brings character development to a fitting

denouement.This slender volume would have fit well at the end of the third book "Out-Foxed". It has

little meaning to those who have not read at least the third book but preferably all three.Like all of

the Foxe books, erotic descriptions in this book would make some potential readers uncomfortable,

limiting it to a selected audience.Unlike many books all the Foxe books use for their cover pictures

one model who looks like Skyler is described, and these pictures fit the stories.

This was a great short novel to wrap up the third book and throw in a little holiday cheer too.Its



always nice when an author makes a holiday novel to go along with a series. I really enjoyed this

and reading of how Skyler and Keith grow as a couple. You really get to know a little more

personally of the two characters and you get to meet their families and some friends.If you have

read the other Novels, i'd highly recommend this for a holiday read and in general as a quick read

between the books!I look forward to more that Haley has to offer in this series. Who knows, maybe

she'll even do a straight spin off with Sidney and her adventures.

This is a fun follow-up to the developing romance between Skyler and Keith as poor Skyler goes

through committment issues. Does he love Keith. Does Keith love him. Is he willing to settle with just

this one man. And horrors of horrors, can he imagine a life together when he is fifty five and Keith is

sixty five? Most engaging and enjoyable. And let's not forget Sidney, James, Philip and his mother,

without whom Skyler will just "freak out". Skyler gets to bond with Keith's family too. A fun addition to

the series and I cannot wait for the next mystery romance installment. Saying that I still wish Keith is

a more complex character and not such a wonderful hunk.

Just so much fun to learn about continuing characters in a book series, helps bridge the gap as we

wait for the next regular adventure. I recommend this series without reservation... Buy the entire

Foxe saga, well worth your time.

Foxe Den is a wonderful addition to the Skyler Foxe Mysteries.... well, minus the mystery. This time

we definitely get to see the softer side of our two favorite guys as they interact with each other and

their families. It's a wonderful reminder that a relationship is more than just "Me and You" and how

each aspect can truly affect the other. The true meat of friendship and family can be found within

these pages, with just a touch of the too-smart-for-her-age adolescent. :-)This book of "DVD extras"

was a fun and fantastic read. A wonderful glimpse into what comes after.
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